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About This Game

The aim of the game is to get one resource, as all clickers, in this case, the resource to get are cookies.

You have to click to get it, and u can buy tools to produce cookies faster.

What to expect:

-Simple and easy gameplay.

-Relaxing clicker game

-Original soundtrack

-Various tools to improve in cooking cookies.
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screw the rebellion i want cookies fanfiction. i want some cookies r kelly. i want cookies and milky spongebob. i want these
cookies. i want to make christmas cookies. i want some cookies. i want some cookies song. i want to watch cookies. i want to
allow cookies. i want to make cookies without butter. i want to get rid of cookies. i want cookies. i want remove cookies. i want
to stay home and bake cookies with you. i want absolutely all the cookies. now i want cookies. star wars fanfic i want cookies. i
want cookieswirlc. i want cookieswirlc videos. i want to make sugar cookies without eggs. why would i want to enable cookies. i
want to download word cookies game. do you want some cookies meme. i want to eat cookies. i want my cookies meme. i don't
want cookies. i want to buy cookies. spongebob i want cookies and milk gif. i want cookies meme. i want cookies song. do you
want some cookies in spanish. rick i want cookies. i want my milk and cookies cadence. i want to buy girl scout cookies online.
do i want to block cookies on iphone. do i want to accept cookies on my iphone. all i want to eat in cookies. why do i want
cookies. i want to marry you cookies food.com. i want some cookies in spanish. i don't want cookies on my computer. i want to
download word cookies. do i want cookies on or off. i want to marry you cookies. i want cookies gif. i want flat cookies. how do
you say i want cookies in spanish. i want to marry you cookies pinterest. rick and morty i want cookies. i don't want your
cookies. i want peanut butter cookies

Own AI soldiers behaves like complete imbeciles. example. An enemy machine gunner is in a house, my squad is marching
down the street. I see the machine gunner and order my squad 10 people to attack him. Now following situation unfolds

Machine gunner stands inside the door and shoots at the squad kills everyone in the squad without the squad doing anything
about him shooting them. I loose the entire squad, the squad behaviour was wedge formation, fire at will etc. Realistic war
simulation? What a joke. This was in the tutorial. If you advance with infantry you get shoot without resistance. Enemy ai
behaves cool. They use cover shoot your guys. But your own guys seem to be braindead. They dont do anything. Even if you try
to order them around you do not know if they follow or not. That makes the whole game unplayable.

Other example. A lone anti tank gun destroys all of my tanks from the other side of the map. It was invisible the whole time.
Even if i could see the anti tank gun my gun crew could not hit the frontside of a barn. If the sides are reversed the gun gets
destroyed by the enemy tanks in like 3 seconds.

The same problem was in theatre of war 1. This is a retard simulator not a war game.

tanks get stuck in wood fences, trees or wooden chests. There is no way to control the direction a tank is facing. The ai turns
around tanks in the most unfavorable times.

Ai has complete map awareness. It can shoot you from all over the map. Line of sight it will shoot you. It does not have to scout.
e.g. American mission 2 machinguns are firing at your howitzer units from across the map and killing them. Have fun to fight
dug in Flak 40 anti tank guns with deadly accuracy and complete map awarenes. Fog of war does not apply to the AI only your
troops.

Thanks for reading have a nice day.. A bad game or a misunderstood artist? I thought that this developer was just terrible at
making games, but I am starting to see some consistency with his vision across multiple titles. Perhaps making a good game was
never the goal, maybe it's just a trick to further subvert my expectations. However, I wonder if the strange narrative in this game
could be told without damaging the gameplay mechanics, and in my opinion the answer is yes. If its 2 mini-games were actually
fun to play, I don't think that it would change my perspective on the story. As it stands, the bullet-hell bosses and arena fighting
in this game are just objectively bad, intentionally or not. It takes about 60 to 90 minutes to beat, leaving you with a $5 worth of
experimental narrative. To be fair, I think I enjoyed this experience just because it shows complete disregard for anything that
one could consider a good game design. I personally love ambient atmosphere so I liked its lack of coherency and strange
soundtrack. But to be honest, just like the last time I played a game by this developer, I am mostly confused.... Not happy with
this!! hard to control.. Would love to try this one out but never thought buying a newer pc would hinder me later to older games.
Guess thats just how it goes. Wish there was a Dont buy and not a "not recommend" button. How would I know if I cant play it
lol I hear its good though. Crappy Interface, Does not support some resolutions, horrible controls.
I forgive the crap graphics because its about physics.
I forgive nothing else.
Shame on you.. It's a development code review.

For now game still in work process, but in there have looks promising features, good craft system, condition of characters is
been affect for how his moved, trade for basicly needed items, for example a water, just because money doesn't mean anything
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anymore :) Still have bugs and need further work places in gameplay, but hope developers can handle this.
For now six of my people died and after a few update i take a new attempt to escape of the city.. I was really interested in this as
a more realistic simulator game vs games like Fruit Ninja VR. It certainly claims to be that, but it's just so lacking. It needs way
more options and modes to be worth buying and development has been stalled for a long time. It's not terrible, but it's not worth
your money in it's current state.. Simply. Amazing.

Unlike with a few other DLC Packs that combine both their music graphics. There are often just a few tracks to your liking.
This... This blew my mind. There are several tracks that blend nicely with the game you have in mind. Though it may sound Sci-
Fi. It works quite well in Fantasy Elements. This music pack it a MUST!
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Pros:
* The graphics are nice and smooth
* Interesting story

Cons:
* Not many puzzles, and these few are really quite simple. Nothing there takes more than 2 minutes to an experienced adventure-
game player. Even to the inexperienced player it would be enough, since there aren't really that many options for what to do
* Mini-games: the real adventure-game styled puzzles were replaced by child-level mini-games
* Short
* Music is very repetative, to the point that several times (usually while engaged in one of the mini-games) I turned off the
volume completely

I wouldn't give it more than "meh", and definately don't buy this unless on sale ( << $10). So i was on vacation in Kiruna and
had no internet and next to no games to play, but i had this and i was like "eh, let's try this" Quickly i was pulled in by the game's
intresting art and tricky hard puzzles.

The good stuff

Really good mix of different artstyles
Nice layout
Good controls
Decent dialouge
Actually a bit scary/disturbing sometimes

The bad stuff

I'm not gonna lie, the story was pretty bad and generic
The ending felt rushed
Some puzzles were a bit too hard, i figured out some of them by mistake

Overall 7/10

I'm excited to see what else the devs have in store!
. love this game already... its cuz of i like playing kancolle n takin interest in sme history of differ kind of battleship~ >,<. This
game is awesome!

I recommend if you like interplanetary battles!

In this game you can:

Fire a interplanetary cannon (big ones, medium ones, multiguns, scattershots...)

Controle steerable missiles, homing missiles, multi missilies...

Lasers! Photon cannons! Wave cannons!

Nukes! Fire asteroids at you enemies!

But the coolest things: You can push your enemies planets off their orbits!

Or bettter yet! Build a giant spike on your planet and then build a giand steering whell and throw you planet against the enemy!!

Feeling caotic??? DERAIL THE SUN! (yes, you can do that!)

Seriously! Lots of weapons and cool effects and strategies!
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. This was a mistake. Just watch the video and find out why this ten minute horror game is awful. 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/xZUV65zTT3E. Fantastic game, great and diverse missions, excellent story, decent graphics. HL2 is an
overall enhanced HL1. 10\/10. Air Guardians captures the 360 degree thrill of air\/space battles as you alternate between
predator and prey in a ballet of missiles, bullets and space craft. You must control your speed, angle and roll as you persue the
enemy for an attack, then quickly alternate strategy to hectically dance your craft out of a missile lock before you take damage.
The ballet ends in either the completion of your mission or, if you take too much damage, your transformation into space dust.

The graphics are good enough to get the job done, but your enemies and allies are reused for all 6 missions so don\u2019t
expect too much graphical variety. The sound of the bullets and missiles whizzing by your craft, or impacting into your craft,
add to the atmospheric frenzy of battle. Technically the control of your craft and weaponry all work very well and I always felt
in control of the action. There is only the hint of a story, but the combat is good fun for the hour or so the game lasts and a fair
trade for the price of admission.. Clever but in the end, boring.
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